1. Let f{s) {s = (T-\-it) be an entire function defined by an everywhere absolutely convergent Dirichlet series oo yj an exp(XnS) (0 < X" < Xn+i -> °°). We will prove the following:
Theorem.
If ^2ñ-ian exp(X"s) is absolutely convergent for all s, then p=2;pi, and if, in addition, it is assumed that (1) lim [X" log X"/log n] = °o n= oo then p-pi.
Proof. With no changes, the first part of the proof given by Mandelbrojt [2, p. 217] shows that p^pi if p< oo, and the same conclusion obviously holds if p = °o.
To completely establish the theorem it is now enough to prove that if (1) holds, then pikpu This result can be obtained by a modification of the second part of Mandelbrojt's proof [2, p. 218], as follows.
We can assume pi<<»7 since otherwise the conclusion is trivial. Then for every S > 0 there exists n0 = n0(ô) such that |a"| ¿exp [-X» log X»/(pi + ô)] for all n^n0. Therefore, for every a because the series involved in the formula is easily seen to be convergent, since from (1) it follows that for every e>0, the series 23™.i exp ( -«X» log X») converges to a finite sum <p(e). Now, for any choice of «2:0 and ß>0 such that a+ß= l/(p + 5) we have and consequently p = limsupff_00 [log log M(<r)/o]^l/a, and since sup a= l/(pi + ô) and ô is arbitrarily small, it follows that p^pi and the theorem is proved.
Finally, it should be noticed that the assumption of the sequence ¡X»} being monotonie, implies that (1) holds if and only if the series 23 exp ( -eX" log X») converges for every e>0, and therefore the previous theorem is the best possible result that can be obtained by the present method of proof.
